
KURHOTEL SKODSBORG AWARDED 
”BEST WELLNESS IN COPENHAGEN 2015”

The readers of respected Danish daily, Berlingske, and the popular Copenhagen guide, AOK, awarded 
Kurhotel Skodsborg ”Best Wellness in Copenhagen 2015”. They praise, among other features, Kurhotel 
Skodborg’s beautiful location, the many beauty and wellness treatments, the variety of training options 

and name the buildings “a delight for your eyes”.

”WORLD CLASS SPA”

”The award Best in Copenhagen praises the places and experiences which help create our Copenhagen,” 
says the Copenhagen Guide, AOK, which is published on-line and as a supplement to daily 
paper, Berlingske. Their readers have awarded Kurhotel Skodsborg the prestigious prize for 
“Best Wellness in Copenhagen 2015”, and they write “the location is among the most beautiful north 

of Copenhagen, and Kurhotel Skodsborg’s buildings are a delight for your eyes”.

They recommend the spa hotel’s ”wealth of warming, cooling, cleansing and relaxing treatments” 
and high-light the fact that ” further to the state-of-the-art fitness centre you can also participate in 

their many group fitness classes, like cycling, TRX Functional Training, yoga and CrossFit”.
Finally they call Kurhotel Skodsborg ”a World Class Spa”.

”CITY SPA” IN BEAUTIFUL NATURE

”We are proud and honoured to have won the highly regarded award as “Best Wellness in Copenhagen 
2015,” says Mai Kappenberger, CEO at Kurhotel Skodsborg.

“It is especially valuable to us that the award has been awarded by the readers of the daily paper, Ber-
lingske, and the Copenhagen guide, AOK, as this underlines that we are perceived as a “city spa”, which 
just happens to be located in – and make good use of – some of the most beautiful nature you can possibly 

find in Denmark… “.

MORE INFORMATION AND PHOTOS

We invite you to contact Walther Griesé at walther@skodsborg.dk or cell phone +45 2711 2748 for 
further information, high resolution photos or to arrange a visit at Kurhotel Skodsborg.
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MORE ABOUT KURHOTEL SKODSBORG

Kurhotel Skodsborg is an international spa hotel based on simple Nordic traditions, where 
nature, history and beauty join forces with knowledge, passion and innovation.

The spa hotel was founded in 1898, and is situated between the ocean and the forest, 
bordering onto one of the most exquisite nature reserves in Denmark – yet only a 

20-minute drive from the centre of Copenhagen.

The philosophy of the spa hotel is based on its founder, Dr Carl Ottosen’s, principles 
about the healthy life, and the hotel’s spa offers unique spa and fitness facilities in buildings 

designed by Henning Larsen Architects.

Find more information at 
Skodsborg.dk/en
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